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BMFC Mission Statement
We provide food for all people, not for profit.

The purpose of the Buffalo Mountain Food Cooperative is to develop within its area of
influence a community-owned and operated, health-oriented, thriving enterprise to:
Continually educate the community as a whole in regard to food politics, health issues,
and our social-cultural activities;
Demonstrate alternative approaches to structuring our work environment so that it is
more decent and compassionate;
Offer healthy, pro-active choices; and
Open our doors to, and develop all aspects of our community.
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Board Greetings
Greetings Member-Owners and Friends of Buffalo Mountain Food Co-op:
What an interesting year it has been! We have all adapted to continually changing
circumstances. The challenges of this past year-and-a-half have made one thing
profoundly clear at BMFC for both staff and customers: the space that we love so
dearly has become increasingly difficult to thrive in. With this in mind, the BMFC
Board of Directors began exploring how our co-op could grow and flourish now and
for decades to come.
Our options for finding an alternative retail space in downtown Hardwick are limited.
However, the BMFC Board learned of a unique opportunity--the owners of Hardwick
Village Market are selling their business so they can retire! This development
prompted the Board to investigate the possibility of purchasing that property. We
needed unbias data to make an informed decision, so we hired the Cooperative
Development Institute (CDI) to perform both a market feasibility study and a financial
feasibility study. Both studies came back in favor of purchasing the property and
relocating. Part of their study included an extensive community survey. We had
around 700(!) responses, a majority also in favor of moving.
With these positive indicators, we are happy to announce that the Board made an
offer to purchase the Village Market building, its inventory and equipment, and the
adjoining green space and parking area, which the sellers accepted! We anticipate a
total estimated budget of $1M to cover the purchase, fees and property upgrades.
This, however, does not mean we are definitely relocating. A crucial step in the
purchasing process includes receiving approval from our Member-Owners;
that means YOU decide if we take this awesome leap!
We invite your input on this pivotal decision! Contact us through
outreach@BMFC.coop, or leave questions and comments at the register. We are
also holding two community meetings, which will take place in the pavilion at Atkins
Field on Granite Street in Hardwick. The first is scheduled for Sunday, September
19th at 4pm and the second on Monday, September 27th at 6pm. The Annual
Meeting will be held Sunday, October 10th, also at Atkins Field, starting at 4pm.
Voting by Australian ballot on this topic will be open from October 10th to October
24th. An announcement of the decision will be made by Monday, November 1st.
Please continue to be an active part of the Buffalo Mountain Food Co-op and
Hardwick community by participating in this exciting process! Your voice and your
vote truly make a difference!
In solidarity,
Annie Gaillard
BMFC Board President
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I look forward to hearing your thoughts on this
potential change for our cooperative. Please review
the information in this newsletter (including how to let
your voice be heard), attend the meetings, and most
importantly - vote on this historic decision!

Please articulate your
thoughts via
outreach@BMFC.coop
or
in hardcopy at the
register.
Commentaries will be
published on our website
& in a
SPECIAL EDITION of the
Fall 2021 Bullsheet,
so stay tuned!
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In Co-operation,
Emily Hershberger
General Manager

Reach Out to Us!
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This event left me inspired to see what will come out
of our upcoming community meetings about our
potential move to Hardwick Village Market. These
meetings are intentional community meetings and not
simply co-op member meetings as purchasing an
existing food market and moving ours will impact the
whole community. Voting on the decision to acquire
HVM is a member-only vote.
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In July, I attended an event where the Hardwick
community was given the opportunity to design the
bridge that will replace the now-defunct swinging
bridge. The event was hosted by Hardwick’s new
Downtown Commission, which I am a part of on behalf
of the Co-op. The event was a success, with about 45
people attending. We learned the history of the
swinging bridge. A skilled architect led us to provide
feedback on what we loved about the old bridge and
what we wanted in a new one. Everyone there was
able to give their perspectives and opinions. Our ideas
weren’t always the same, but our voices were heard.
From our conversations, the architect was able to
recommend a design of the new bridge to the town.
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Letter from the GM
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BUFFALO MOUNTAIN
FOOD CO-OP

Information about the Financial Feasibility of the Buffalo Mountain Food Coop relocation to the Hardwick Village Market's (HVM) downtown location.

OPEN

one pager
Why Move?
x2

At the end of 2019, the Board of Directors became aware of the opportunity to purchase the Hardwick Village Market.
The downtown location, ample parking, and the fact that it was an existing grocery store made the Board seriously
consider this option.
The Board hired Cooperative Development Institute to do a Market and Financial Feasibility study to assess the
feasibility. The Market Feasibility study included a survey of the community and had over 700 people respond!
The result of the Board’s work is the goal of purchasing and renovating the HVM for a total approximate cost of $1
million as outlined on the next page, pending membership approval. This includes a bank loan with 25-year terms. The
purchase of the store consists of the existing inventory of the HVM. It presents the question of how the Co-op will
continue with its purchasing policies and philosophy. This info sheet summarizes the findings of those reports and the
financials involved.

A majority
of the 700 community
members who replied to the survey are
favorable towards the Co-op growing to
meet the community's needs.

Product selection/variety, location, and affordability were
among the top 5 factors community members most
frequently considered when shopping, with nearly half
valuing these factors above all else.

The Hardwick Village Market location
retains the downtown walkability,
adds parking and accessibility, and
and increases the space by three
times for a greater product selection.
Increased purchasing power can
enable us to lower prices of a
majority of our goods.
Parking, 'elbow room', accessibility, lower prices, adequate
storage, room for an expanded café and bakery, and space for
new offerings/selection are benefits of the new space
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Can we do this?
A deep dive into the financials, some databased projections, and other factors involved
in a move and expansion suggest this is a
realistic goal.

I wish there could be a retail food store
that bridged the gap between typical
supermarkets and the co-op [...].
Such a store would have enough
conventional food to draw more of the
spectrum than [our current customer
base], but still possess a comprehensive
variety of organic and locally sourced
food."

FINANCIAL GOALS AND BREAK-EVEN:
Looking at the financial picture with multiple lenses like
sales per square foot, 'basket size' , and sales per
customer estimates , as well as income and expense
quote from a community member
projections 5 years after the move, we can see that the
Co-op's revenue needs to nearly double from $2.2M to $4M
Market Feasibility survey
in the 5 years post-expansion. The break-even point for
sales in Year 1 is $3,67M, with sales needing to increase by
60%.
Major Factors involved in the move:
$750,000 selling price for HVM its
EXPECTED REVENUE INCREASE:
inventory and the outdoor space and
Conservative financial projections assessed by the
extended parking lot.
Cooperative Development Institute show that we can
$180,000 estimated in remodeling /
expect revenue of $3.9M in the first year while carrying the
improvements to the space.
current HVM inventory, given a sound marketing
Over $30,000 expected in other moving
approach, which is approximately $30,000 more in
expenses.
revenue than needed to reach our Break-Even point
The new store would make the
benchmark for the first year.
workplace safer and more efficient for
the Co-op's employees.
Projections also demonstrate that our revenue could
With the additional space, the Co-op can
reasonably climb from $3.9M to $4M within the first 3
improve accessibility and support the
years of the move which would achieve the Year 5
community.
financial goals for both 'sales per square foot' and 'basket
The HVM location has river front outdoor
size'. This indicates the Co-op should be able to return to
space suited for a community
a healthy level of operation after this major transition.
marketplace and seating area.
Borrowing against our present building
can cover any gaps in expansion
DEBT SERVICE :
expenses.
We are working with several lenders including Mascoma
We have $100,000 in Member equity
Bank, a cooperative financial institution, to explore a 25
funds to put towards the move.
year loan at 3.8% interest with a payment of $2800 per
We have a fundraising goal of $300,000,
month. The increase in projected revenue should cover
seen as reasonable by multiple sources.
the increased monthly payment. Sale or extended use of
The loan for the purchase and move will
our existing building as well as fundraising could reduce
carry a 3.8% interest rate.
the monthly loan expense.

Summary :

The Co-op's move to the HVM location
appears financially reasonable and a
healthy improvement for the Co-op
and the community.
From CDI's Financial Feasibility Study
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Board Considerations

Below are some ideas regarding the possibility of a move that the
Board discussed at length. We are confident that you have
additional thoughts, new perspectives and questions, and we would
love for you to share them!
COMMUNITY
We are an anchor in the main street business community.
We have a small community gathering space in our café.
Our deliveries disrupt downtown traffic.
In a larger store we could offer a more diverse product line allowing us to serve a wider demographic.
A new location would allow BMFC a greater presence in the community.
A larger space would encourage frequent gatherings: more café seating, outdoor events, art exhibits,
live music, classes, workshops, etc.
Additional shelf space presents opportunity for more local products, keeping money close to home.
HVM location is set up for meat processing, so we could help local farmers access a larger market and
provide specialty meat cut options for shoppers.
STORE
Love our current store and vibe!
We have an intimate and personal shopping experience.
By staying in our current location, we find solutions that fit our small size and encourage us to have a
smaller footprint.
We don't currently have the financial pressures growth brings in our decision making processes.
We have limits on our product selection due to the size of the store which can make it difficult to
meet member needs.
The building infrastructure is difficult to work and shop in due to having three floors and a tight
shopping area, including a bottleneck at check out.
We purchase less from our distributors than larger stores nearby, so our prices are less competitive.
Changing the store location would change its physical character.
Financial feasibility in a larger location is based on a mixed product line of organic and conventional
items, changing the co-op's identity.
In a larger space we could become a one-stop shop.
Selling more goods will get us better prices from our distributors, passing on savings to shoppers.
More visible location that is still central to downtown.
Trucks can deliver without disrupting downtown traffic.
SUSTAINABILITY
By being a one-stop shop it enables shoppers to stay in town, which keeps money in our community
and could decrease carbon usage.
Potential to work with the town to have an EV charging station and to have space for solar power.
Continued on next page...
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Continued from previous page...
ACCESSIBILITY
Our current store is not ADA compliant. It has a narrow entrance, no ramps, restricted aisles, public
restroom and café on second floor without an elevator.
On-street parking can be difficult for those not willing or able to parallel park.
The HVM location has ample off-street parking.
Wide entrance and aisles for wheelchairs and strollers.
After a remodel there could be an accessible bathroom at the HVM location.
The café would be accessible!
FINANCIAL
Our current business is stable with low overhead costs; we own our building!
Lower costs in a larger space could make us more stable in the event of an economic down turn.
Our current building needs repairs due to deferred maintenance.
There isn't currently much room to grow our sales, though expenses continue to rise.
Being in debt and having higher monthly costs creates greater vulnerability to economic forces.
EMPLOYEES
Storage is currently limited and deliveries are very challenging, requiring substantial time and effort
to complete tasks.
Three story building makes for a potentially unsafe work environment.
Able to increase wages and benefits in a larger store due to increased revenue.
Efficient and safer work environment in a new location with storage and office space.

What comes to your mind? Please let us know!
outreach@BMFC.coop or leave a note at the register, and participate at our community meetings!

Buffalo Mountain Food Co-op's
2021

Annual Member Meeting
to be held at

Atkins Field Pavilion
100 Granite Street, Hardwick, VT

Sunday, October 10th, 2021
4-6pm
The purpose of this meeting is to convene the members for critical voting purposes
on the future of the co-op, including but not limited to the Board's request on a
member vote surrounding a decision to relocate the store, and any other business.
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Food Co-op Awarded
Local Food Grant
HARDWICK, Vermont (Aug 20, 2021)
By Bevin Barber-Campbell

Supply Chain
Hiccups
Unlike the COVID-19 panic
buying of 2020 that
contributed to retail
product shortages, the bare
spots on our shelves are
now due in part to a
shortage of workers in the
supply chain. For example,
our main distributor, United
Natural Foods Inc.,
currently has 15 job
openings just at their
Chesterfield, NH
warehouse!
The BMFC grocery team is
meeting regularly with our
GM to brainstorm solutions
on how to keep our shelves
stocked. New items are
arriving to replace those
that are unavailable, and
updated out-of-stock tags
offer an estimated product
return date.
The good news is that we
have a steady supply of
local products! Look out
for our new LOCAL labels
that highlight these items!

The Vermont Specialty Crop Block Grant Program,
administered by the Vermont Agency of Agriculture,
Food & Markets, awarded the Buffalo Mountain Food
Co-op a grant to promote local specialty crop producers
in the area.
The grant, also known as the Local Food in Your
Community Program, provides funds to organizations to
strengthen their marketing efforts and sales of locallygrown produce. The goal of the program is to increase
access to, and consumption of, fresh fruits and
vegetables and other specialty crops in Vermont.
Buffalo Mountain Food Co-op’s grant-funded project will
focus on increasing the awareness and demand for local
crops by highlighting local products and producers in the
store and via other marketing channels.
“The benefits of this project are twofold: to increase our
sales of local products while encouraging our
community to eat the freshest produce possible,” says
Emily Hershberger, BMFC general manager.
The Co-op’s commitment to growing the local food
movement nests into the State’s objectives articulated
in the Vermont Agriculture & Food Systems Plan 2020 of
creating sustainable economic development, improving
access to healthy foods, increasing food security and
fighting climate change. Highlighting local suppliers is
consistent with the Co-op’s long-standing support of
small-scale organic farming.
"Promoting local products is important to community
building and resilience in our food supply chain,” states
Annie Gilliard, local farmer, Co-op Board member and
staff member, “it's about neighbors feeding neighbors
and helping our agricultural landscape thrive."
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Greetings from the Produce Department!
It's the best time of year for produce at Buffalo Mtn Co-op. Over
95% of our veggie display is local, with many local fruits and berries
coming in as well! We feel extremely grateful that we are able to
source our wide variety of gorgeous produce from our neighbors.
Our goal is to provide fresh, beautiful, and nutritious food to our
community while representing and supporting the farmers who
grow this quality food. We are working on redesigning our signage
to more clearly promote our local produce. Until then, look for
“local” at the top of our signs to know where your produce is
coming from. Most of our local growers use organic practices even if
they choose not to seek certification. When you see LOCAL in green,
rest assured the farm uses organic practices. Produce labeled
“organic” is from certified organic farms only. Our conventional
produce is always clearly labeled in red.
Since we are fortunate enough to have so many interesting varieties
in stock, the produce team encourages you to step outside the box
and try something new this week! Have you seen our local pepper
selection? We know you like red bells, but we have several other
delicious varieties of sweet and hot peppers from Flywheel, Harvest
Hill, LePage, Riverside, and Sunny Meadow Farm with signage to
help you choose what you’ll like best. How about greens? Have you
tried our perpetual spinach, dandelion greens, or radicchio from
Peace of Earth Farm? Also, keep your eye out for the local veggie of
the week. We are featuring seasonal, local produce in our weekly
sales for everyone.
Thanks for your support!
Ingrid and the Produce Team
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Let's take a moment to applaud Kathy for her years of
dedication to BMFC! Thank you Kathy! We all love you!
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Kathy's favorite thing about working at the Co-op is the people.
"I love helping our members find the products that make their
lives better. It brings me so much joy knowing my efforts made
a difference!" says Kathy. "I'm excited that the Co-op is
considering some pretty radical changes with this possibility of
a move. It won't be easy, but whatever happens I know we're
going to become a stronger community."
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Kathy began her part-time career at Buffalo Mountain Food Coop in 1987. Her areas of expertise are: Supplements, Herbs &
Spices, and Health & Beauty Aids. She is well known for her
warm personality and has always been a lovely, smiling face at
the register.

Ditch
the plastic forks!
We now
have silverware
for a $.25
deposit!
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A hippy hailing from Bergen County, NJ,
Kathy moved to Vermont in 1974. First
living in a tent, then a school bus, she
settled into a geodesic dome with her
family in Wheelock in 1978. She began
teaching preschool in 1985, retiring
from that position 25 years later!
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~ Kathy Castellano ~
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Featured Staff Person

Buffalo Mountain Food Co-op's

Annual
Member Meeting
to be held at

Atkins Field Pavilion
100 Granite Street, Hardwick
Sunday, Oct. 10th, 2021
4-6pm

Bulk Department Tips
Have you ever noticed webbing, fuzzy little cocoons, larva
or moths in your dry goods? If so, you may have a new
tenant in your midst: the Indian Meal Moth!
How to avoid & evict meal moths:
Freeze bulk products for 72 hours, then
store in an air-tight container.
Identify the problem early - compost infested goods ASAP!
Thoroughly clean affected cabinets & containers.

By Kat Scoville

Although they're yucky little creatures, the good news is
that meal moths & their larva are completely harmless!
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